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I.

INTRODUCTION

Stroz Friedberg, LLC (“Stroz Friedberg”) was retained by King & Spalding, counsel for Chevron
Corporation and Texaco Petroleum Company (collectively, “Chevron”), to preserve, authenticate, and/or
review data described below and provide an expert report for an international arbitration against the
Republic of Ecuador. Stroz Friedberg was also retained in other related matters by Gibson Dunn &
Crutcher, LLP (together with King & Spalding, “Counsel”). In addition, I have performed work with
Ramiro Garcia Falconi, Alberto Guerra’s criminal defense Counsel in Ecuador. Counsel asked Stroz
Friedberg to, among other things, perform an analysis of two computers used by Nicolas Zambrano (the
“Zambrano Computers”), the judge who issued the February 14, 2011 judgment against Chevron (the
“Ecuadorian Judgment”) in the Lago Agrio Litigation.
Prior to this report, I authored and submitted multiple other reports for use in this case and other related
cases. My first report in this case was dated October 7, 2013 (the “October BIT Report”). My background
and qualifications are set forth therein.
In my October BIT Report, I set forth my analysis of, among other things, a personal computer belonging
to former Ecuadorian Judge Alberto Guerra (the “Guerra Computer”). I understand from Counsel that
Judge Guerra was the presiding Judge in the Lago Agrio Litigation against Chevron from May 13, 2003
to February 4, 2004, and subsequently was removed from his judicial position on June 17, 2008. My
analysis of the Guerra Computer revealed, among other things:
1.

The Guerra Computer contained 11 “Draft Guerra Orders” that were drafts of
“providencias” or orders ultimately issued in the Lago Agrio Litigation. Per their
metadata, these draft orders were created after Guerra had been removed from the
bench and while former Judge Zambrano was presiding over the Lago Agrio Litigation;

2.

Nine of the orders issued by former Judge Zambrano in the Lago Agrio Litigation were
created from the 11 Draft Guerra Orders;

3.

The Guerra Computer also contained 105 “Additional Guerra Documents” that
contained drafts of rulings ultimately issued in other Ecuadorian cases; and

4.

The rulings issued by the Ecuadorian Courts in these other cases were created from the
Additional Guerra Documents and, in almost all instances, those cases were either
assigned or otherwise linked to former Judge Zambrano.
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II.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Based upon the analysis set forth herein of evidence related to the Zambrano Computers and the
Guerra Computer, I conclude to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty:
1.

82 of the 105 Additional Guerra Documents, documents found on Mr. Guerra’s
computer containing drafts of rulings issued in cases other than the Lago Agrio
Litigation, also were found on the two Zambrano Computers and, in every case, the
versions of the draft rulings found on the Zambrano Computers post-date the
corresponding instances of the rulings on the Guerra Computer;

2.

The Guerra Computer and the Zambrano Computers shared 9 USB devices between
them; and

3.

Evidence from the Guerra Computer, the USB devices, TAME shipping records, and the
Zambrano Computers is consistent with Mr. Guerra’s testimony that he sometimes
“shipped draft rulings to Mr. Zambrano…on flash drives” where those draft rulings were
subsequently issued by the court in cases that were demonstrably connected to Mr.
Zambrano.
1

As to how the evidence on the Zambrano Computers relates to the Plagiarized Documents that were
the sources of text contained in the Ecuadorian Judgment, I conclude to a reasonable degree of
scientific certainty:
4.

None of the Plagiarized Documents that served as sources of text for the Ecuadorian
Judgment were on the Zambrano Computers;

5.

The Zambrano Computers contain a version of one of the Plagiarized Documents, the
“Index Summary,” that is significantly different than the January and June Index
Summaries analyzed by Professor Leonard, and the version on the Zambrano
Computers lacks almost all of the plagiarized text contained within the Ecuadorian
Judgment; and

6.

Neither of the Zambrano Computers contains the Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation.

As to how the evidence on the Zambrano Computers relates to the process through which the
Ecuadorian Judgment was purportedly drafted, I conclude to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty:
7.

The forensic evidence found on the Zambrano Computers is inconsistent with, and in
some aspects cannot be reconciled with, Mr. Zambrano’s testimony about how the

1

The Plagiarized Documents are a set of documents set forth in the report of Robert Leonard, described in further
detail in Section IV.C.1 below.
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Ecuadorian Judgment was purportedly drafted on the newer of his two court assigned
computers. Specifically:
i.

No document containing Ecuadorian Judgment text was created on the New
Computer in November 2010, worked on for multiple hours daily, and then
finalized in February 2011;

ii.

The only document containing the complete text of the Ecuadorian Judgment
found on the New Computer was copied to that computer from the Old
Computer onto the New Computer on July 7, 2011, months after the
Ecuadorian Judgment was issued;

iii.

While a complete drafting history of the document (named “Providencias.docx”)
found on Mr. Zambrano’s Old Computer that ultimately contained the
Ecuadorian Judgment text could not be recovered, the first recoverable
instance of Ecuadorian Judgment text appeared in the Providencias document
on December 21, 2010, at which time 42% of the Ecuadorian Judgment text
was present. The earliest version of Providencias with all of the Ecuadorian
Judgment text found on the Old Computer was last saved on March 4, 2011;

iv.

The Ecuadorian Judgment contains text that was electronically copied and
pasted or otherwise transferred from other sources, including the Plagiarized
Documents and the Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation, yet no electronic
copies of any of these documents or this data compilation were found on either
of the Zambrano Computers;

v.

No evidence of any Internet searches of legal websites or use of translation
services was found on either of the Zambrano Computers;

vi.

No evidence of any use of Microsoft Excel was found on the New Computer
and evidence of only four minutes of Excel usage was found on the Old
Computer in the period between October 2010 and March 2011;

vii.

Between October 11, 2010 and February 14, 2011, Microsoft Word could only
be confirmed to have been in use for 198 hours on the Old Computer and 36
hours on the New Computer;

viii.

Between October 11, 2010 and February 14, 2011, USB devices were used on
both Zambrano Computers, although it is not possible with the available
evidence to confirm what was copied off of or onto all of these USB devices;
and

ix.

With the available evidence, it is not possible to determine the full extent to
which text was copied and pasted from other sources (including documents
stored on USB devices or downloaded from the Internet) into the Providencias
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document or the extent to which, if at all, text appearing in Providencias was
typed on the Zambrano Computers.
8.

Additionally, data was copied, in bulk, onto both of the Zambrano Computers while they
were in use. One of those bulk copies was made onto, and then deleted from, the Old
Computer after the last apparent use of that computer. Those bulk copies would have
overwritten data on the computers.

9.

In summary, the totality of the available forensic evidence is inconsistent in all material
respects with Mr. Zambrano’s testimony describing how the drafting of the Ecuadorian
Judgment occurred on the New Computer.

III.

BACKGROUND
A. PRIOR REPORT

Among the other topics discussed in my October BIT Report, I set forth an analysis of text contained
within the Ecuadorian Judgment issued against Chevron in the Lago Agrio Litigation on February 14,
2011. Analysis of the Ecuadorian Judgment shows that it repeated text and errors found in the Unfiled
2

Selva Viva Data Compilation. This indicates that the Ecuadorian Judgment was derived from material
not filed with the Court in the Lago Agrio Litigation. Since submitting my October BIT Report, I have
performed additional analysis of the Ecuadorian Judgment and the Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation.
That additional analysis has allowed me to revise the method by which the computed percentages, or
sample statistics, are calculated using the Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation such that the results
more closely match the results recorded in the Ecuadorian Judgment than those calculated in my
October BIT Report. That analysis is detailed in the attached Appendix A.

B. MATERIALS RELIED UPON
In performing the analysis described herein, I considered the following materials in addition to those set
forth in my October BIT Report:
1.

Forensic images made in Ecuador of two Hewlett Packard computers that, as described
herein, were assigned to former Judge Zambrano;

2.

An expert report prepared by Robert A. Leonard, dated May 24, 2013 (the “Leonard
Report”);

2

As described in my October BIT Report, three Microsoft Excel spreadsheet files: “DA00000040.xls” (65,076 rows),
“DA00000041.xls” (65,076 rows), and “DA00000042.xls” (65,076 rows) (the “Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation”)
which Stroz Friedberg understands were produced by Douglas Allen, an expert for the Lago Agrio plaintiffs. It also is
our understanding that these three Excel files, while produced in discovery in the United States to Chevron, were
never filed with the court in the Lago Agrio Litigation.
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3.

Native versions of two “Index Summary” files referred to in the Leonard Report;

4.

Exhibit 21 to the report of Adam Torres, dated May 24, 2013, containing shipping
records from TAME, an Ecuadorian Airline;

5.

Transcripts of the deposition and trial testimony of Mr. Nicolas Zambrano (the
“Zambrano Testimony”) in a case brought by Chevron against Steven Donziger in the
United States (11 Civ. 0691 (LAK)) (the “US RICO Case”), identified as C-1979 and C1980;

6.

The Witness Statement of Mr. Alberto Guerra in the US RICO Case (the “Guerra
Witness Statement”), identified as C-2358 and C-2386 ;

7.

Inventories of the office equipment from Mr. Zambrano’s office (the “Office Inventories”),
attached as Exhibit 1;

8.

Business records from HP relating to the manufacture and shipment of computers (the
“HP Records”), attached as Exhibit 2 and identified as C-2354, C-2355, C-2356, C2357;

9.

A letter from the Ecuadorian Judicial Council reflecting the purchase of a computer,
attached as Exhibit 3;

10.

The “Autos Para Sentencias” Order issued by Mr. Zambrano on December 17, 2010 in
the Lago Agrio Litigation, attached as Exhibit 4 and identified as C-894;

11.

The Ecuadorian Judgment issued by Mr. Zambrano on February 14, 2011 in the Lago
Agrio Litigation, attached as Exhibit 5 and identified as C-931;

12.

The Expansion and Clarification Order issued by Mr. Zambrano on March 4, 2011 in the
Lago Agrio Litigation, attached as Exhibit 6 and identified as C-1367;

13.

The Personnel Action reflecting Mr. Zambrano’s appointment as a Judge, attached as
Exhibit 7;

14.

The February 29, 2012 Order dismissing Mr. Zambrano as a Judge, attached as Exhibit
8 and identified as C-1829;

15.

An Order dated February 21, 2011, issued by Mr. Zambrano in the Lago Agrio
Litigation, attached as Exhibit 9; and

16.

A personnel action reflecting Mr. Guerra’s removal as a Judge, dated June 17, 2008,
identified to me as Claimant’s Exhibit C-1801.

C. HP RECORDS
As reflected in the Ecuadorian Courts’ Office Inventories, Mr. Zambrano had two computers – one with
serial number MXJ64005TG and one with serial number MXL0382C3D (together, the “Zambrano
Computers”).
The Office Inventories and HP Records show that the computer with serial number MXJ64005TG was
the first computer manufactured and the first computer assigned to Mr. Zambrano. That first computer
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was manufactured and shipped by HP in 2006, and first appears on an office inventory dated December
2008. Attached as Exhibit 10 is a timeline I prepared to illustrate the history of this computer. The
second computer, with serial number MXL0382C3D, was manufactured approximately four years after
the first, purchased by the Judicial Council on November 26, 2010, assigned to Mr. Zambrano, and later
appears on an Office Inventory dated March 2011. Attached as Exhibit 11 is a timeline I prepared to
illustrate the history of this computer.
Mr. Zambrano testified in the US RICO Case that he had two desktop computers: one computer “from
the time when I became a judge,” and a second computer that “came along when all the court
equipment was renewed…and new computers were acquired” (Zambrano Testimony, Trial Tr. at
1678:23 – 1679:4; Deposition at 32:2 – 32:11). When this testimony is considered in conjunction with the
Office Inventories and HP Records, it is clear that the computer with serial number MXJ64005TG is the
“Old Computer” referred to by Mr. Zambrano, and the computer with serial number MXL0382C3D is the
“New Computer.”

D. ZAMBRANO TESTIMONY
As part of my analysis, I reviewed the Zambrano Testimony to understand his claims as to the process
by which he and an individual he personally hired (Ms. Calva) purportedly drafted the Ecuadorian
Judgment. Mr. Zambrano testified repeatedly that the Ecuadorian Judgment was drafted exclusively on
his New Computer. He stated that he knew that he “used the new computer in [his] office for the typing
of the judgment because it was the more modern computer.” (Zambrano Testimony, Trial Tr. at 1680:36). He also testified that “the whole writing of the judgment was done on the new computer.” (Zambrano
Testimony, Dep. at 196:16 – 19). In relation to how the document was typed, he testified that “[Ms.
Calva] typed into the computer as [he] dictated the Lago Agrio Chevron judgment to her” (Zambrano
Testimony at 1658:12 – 1658:20), and that Ms. Calva typed “[b]etween 80 and 85 percent” of the
Judgment, that he typed the remainder, and that no one else typed “any of the words in the Lago Agrio
Chevron Judgment” (Zambrano Testimony at 1877:21 – 1878:23).
In discussing the timing of the purported drafting process, Mr. Zambrano testified that the typing of the
Ecuadorian Judgment likely began in mid-November 2010, before he issued “Autos Para Sentencias.”
(Zambrano Testimony, Trial Tr. at 1663:22 – 1665:6). He described that he “worked many hours, many
days, including several weekends” drafting the Ecuadorian Judgment. (Zambrano Testimony, Trial Tr. at
1607:22). He also testified that he turned on both of his computers when arriving at work for the day
between 6:00 AM and 7:00 AM, and turned off both computers when he left for the day at 11:00 PM or
sometimes later.
Finally, in relation to the source of some text in the Ecuadorian Judgment, Mr. Zambrano testified that
his typist, Ms. Calva, helped him perform legal research and translations using the New Computer. He
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testified that, “when there was a certain subject that required more information, I would ask her to search
in the Internet for information regarding to this subject” (Zambrano Dep. at 245:9-12), that Ms. Calva
“found the English language cases from America, Australia, and England” (Trial Tr. at 1620:1-3), and
that, in relation to those cases, “once [Ms. Calva] translated into Spanish the subject I wanted...I could
read it” (Trial Tr. at 1619:4-6). Then, at some point after issuing the Judgment, Mr. Zambrano
“considered it was no longer necessary to have [his notes]” and, for that reason, he discarded or
destroyed the work product created in relation to the Ecuadorian Judgment. (Zambrano Testimony, Dep.
at 45:20 – 46:4).
In summary, Mr. Zambrano set forth the following narrative in his testimony:
1.

Mr. Zambrano and his assistant began the process of typing the Ecuadorian Judgment
in mid-November 2010 or, at the very least, before December 17, 2010;

2.

Approximately 80 to 85% of the Ecuadorian Judgment was drafted by Mr. Zambrano
dictating to Ms. Calva who typed on the New Computer, and he typed the remainder;

3.

They worked to type the document for multiple hours a day, including some weekends,
until on or before February 14, 2011, the date the Ecuadorian Judgment was issued;

4.

During the drafting process Ms. Calva used the New Computer to perform Internet
research and found cases from Australia, England, and the United States of America
that she had translated into Spanish through the use of translation services; and

5.

Mr. Zambrano subsequently destroyed the work-product he created in relation to the
Ecuadorian Judgment.

As set forth herein, the evidence identified by Stroz Friedberg from the Zambrano Computers is
inconsistent with that narrative.

IV.

ANALYSIS

On May 22, 2014, I received from Christopher Peltier two forensic images of the hard drives of the Old
Computer and New Computer formerly assigned to former Judge Zambrano. Mr. Peltier, a forensic
expert appointed by Claimants, traveled to Quito, Ecuador to obtain the images, which were collected
under his supervision as well as the supervision of experts appointed by the Republic of Ecuador and
3

the Arbitral Tribunal. Stroz Friedberg used the acquisition hash values to verify that the images were a
true and correct representation of the original media at the time the images were created. After verifying

3

A hash value is a unique mathematical calculation using one of many hash functions that acts as an “electronic
fingerprint” for the data set to which the hash function is applied.
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that the forensic images were exact copies of the original media, Stroz Friedberg performed an analysis
to identify the periods of usage for each computer.

A. USAGE OF THE ZAMBRANO COMPUTERS
1. THE OLD COMPUTER
Stroz Friedberg’s analysis of the Old Computer found that Windows XP was installed on July 14, 2010.
That same day, shortly after Windows was installed, a significant amount of data was copied to the
computer, including 2,428 Microsoft Word documents, 199 Adobe Acrobat PDF documents, 17 Microsoft
Excel spreadsheets and 6 PowerPoint presentations. As discussed later, that data included files related
to the Lago Agrio Litigation. A listing of the files copied in bulk to the computer is attached as Exhibit 12.
Although the Windows installation currently present on the Old Computer was installed on July 14, 2010,
Stroz Friedberg also found evidence that the computer contained a prior installation of Windows.
Specifically, Stroz Friedberg was able to recover evidence of files and folders from the Old Computer
that pre-dated July 14, 2010. Although Stroz Friedberg attempted to recover those files and folders,
most had been overwritten and were unrecoverable as a result of the subsequent use of the computer.
Based on my experience, the evidence of files and folders from a previous installation of Windows and
the bulk copying of data to the computer shortly after the July 14, 2010 installation of Windows is
consistent with the re-installation of the operating system, an operation sometimes performed as part of
computer troubleshooting or maintenance.
Stroz Friedberg’s analysis also found evidence of multiple instances of bulk copying of files and folders
after July 14, 2010 onto the Old Computer, with the most recent occurring on September 26, 2012, 5
months after Mr. Zambrano relinquished the computer. Specifically, 2,202 files were created on
September 26, 2012 between 3:25 PM and 3:29 PM. All of those files were subsequently deleted. Stroz
Friedberg has not determined when those files were deleted or what was in them. Though I do not know
the motivation for these actions, in my experience, the bulk copying of files will destroy data, and bulk
copying and subsequent deletion of the copied files is consistent with an attempt to overwrite previously
deleted data. The bulk copying of files on the Old Computer would have overwritten or destroyed data
on the computer.

2. THE NEW COMPUTER
Similar to the Old Computer, Stroz Friedberg performed an analysis of the New Computer’s contents
and use. From that analysis, Stroz Friedberg found activity consistent with the HP records described
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above and determined that the first user account, named HP, was created on the New Computer on
November 25, 2010 and that the first apparent use of that account was on December 7, 2010.

4

However, unlike the Old Computer, there was no discernable bulk transfer of documents to the New
Computer when it first began to be used. Instead, such bulk transfers occurred later, after the February
2011 issuance of the Ecuadorian Judgment and the subsequent March 2011 Expansion and
Clarification Order. For example, one such bulk copy occurred on July 9, 2012 and resulted in 4,701 files
being created on the New Computer. As described later, Stroz Friedberg found evidence that the New
Computer once contained files and evidence that related to the Lago Agrio Litigation, but much of that
data has since been deleted and the subsequent use of the computer, including the bulk copying of files,
has overwritten much of that data.

B. EVIDENCE RELATED TO THE GUERRA COMPUTER
Stroz Friedberg performed an analysis of the Zambrano Computers to determine whether there was any
evidence related to the draft rulings identified on the Guerra Computer in my October BIT Report.
Based on this analysis, I conclude to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty:
1.

82 of the 105 Additional Guerra Documents, documents found on Mr. Guerra’s
computer containing drafts of rulings issued in cases other than the Lago Agrio
Litigation, also were found on the two Zambrano Computers and, in every case, the
versions of the draft rulings found on the Zambrano Computers post-date the
corresponding instances of the rulings on the Guerra Computer;

2.

The Guerra Computer and the Zambrano Computers shared 9 USB devices between
them; and

3.

Evidence from the Guerra Computer, the USB devices, TAME shipping records, and the
Zambrano Computers is consistent with Mr. Guerra’s testimony that he sometimes
“shipped draft rulings to Mr. Zambrano…on flash drives” where those draft rulings were
subsequently issued by the court in cases that were demonstrably connected to Mr.
Zambrano.

1. DRAFT RULINGS FROM 105 ECUADORIAN CASES
Stroz Friedberg performed an analysis of the Zambrano Computers to identify any instances where the
105 Additional Guerra Documents also appear on one of the Zambrano Computers. As described

4

The file system metadata on the New Computer reflects that Windows was installed in 2009, before the computer
was manufactured. In my experience, it is common for computer manufacturers to ship computers with a “template”
created earlier than the computer was manufactured. The evidence on the New Computer is consistent with the
apparent installation date in 2009 having resulted from HP, the manufacturer, using a “template” that pre-dates the
installation of Windows.
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above, the 105 Additional Guerra Documents do not include drafts of rulings issued in the Lago Agrio
Litigation. All of the draft rulings from the Lago Agrio Litigation found on the Guerra Computer were
issued before the windows installation dates for either of the Zambrano Computers. To perform that
analysis, Stroz Friedberg compiled a list of filenames from the Guerra Computer and compared those
filenames to the files on the Zambrano Computers. That analysis identified hundreds of files that shared
the same name as one of the 105 Additional Guerra Documents. While many of those files were
duplicates, there were 82 unique filenames found on the Zambrano Computers that matched the
5

filename of a file from the Guerra Computer. Exhibit 13 sets forth the file system metadata for each of
the documents identified on the Zambrano Computers using the filenames from the Guerra Computers
(the “Draft Zambrano Rulings”).
Stroz Friedberg analyzed the metadata of each Draft Zambrano Ruling to determine the earliest
instance in which that filename existed on one of the Zambrano Computers. After identifying the earliest
Draft Zambrano Ruling for each filename, Stroz Friedberg compared the metadata of that document to
the metadata from the earliest draft found on the Guerra Computer. That comparison is set forth in
Exhibit 14. For all of the 82 filenames, the document found on the Guerra Computer pre-dated the
earliest instance of a document with the same name on the Zambrano Computers. Stroz Friedberg also
compared the content of the files from the Zambrano Computer to the content of the files from the
Guerra Computer and found that the content of those files overlapped.
In addition, Stroz Friedberg performed an analysis to search for documents containing text similar to, but
with filenames different from, the 105 Additional Guerra Documents. Through that analysis, Stroz
Friedberg was not able to locate any instance of a document on the Zambrano Computers that predated the associated document from the Guerra Computer. The evidence set forth herein demonstrates
that these 82 Draft Zambrano Rulings originated on the Guerra Computer and were later transferred to
the Zambrano Computers from the Guerra Computer.

5

Metadata is information about a file’s characteristics and properties, and can generally be defined as “data about
data.” The metadata available for a file depends on several factors, including the digital media on which the file was
stored, the file system on the digital media, and the application or applications used to create, modify, and view the
file. There generally are two types of metadata: file system metadata and embedded metadata. Filesystem
metadata typically includes the file’s physical location on the media and timestamps, such as when the file was first
created on the file system and when the file was last accessed and modified. Embedded metadata is metadata
stored within the files themselves. Embedded metadata is created and modified by the application (or applications)
used to create, modify, and view a file of a particular type.
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2. USB DEVICES SHARED BETWEEN THE GUERRA COMPUTER
AND THE ZAMBRANO COMPUTERS
When a USB storage device is plugged into a computer running Windows, the operating system typically
6

records the first time the device is connected in both the Windows registry and in a log file maintained
by the operating system. In some situations, those logs are updated when the device is subsequently
connected. As a result, it is often possible to determine the first time a device was connected to a
computer and some but not all subsequent connections. USB storage devices can be connected and
disconnected from a computer multiple times, shared between computers, and exchanged between
people.
Stroz Friedberg performed an analysis of the registry and operating system logs on the Old Computer
and New Computer to determine whether USB devices had been connected to those computers. As set
forth in Exhibit 15, 31 USB storage devices were used with the Zambrano Computers. Based on that
evidence, USB devices were first recorded to be used on either of the Zambrano Computers on July 19,
2010 and last recorded as used on either of the Zambrano Computers on June 26, 2013. Thus, the
forensic evidence confirms that Mr. Zambrano used USB devices before, after, and during the time he
presided over the Lago Agrio Litigation. This evidence is consistent with Mr. Zambrano’s testimony that
he would sometimes “take content on the flash drive and put it on the computer in [his] office”
(Zambrano Testimony, Dep. at 47:11 – 14).
Stroz Friedberg also performed an analysis of USB devices on the Guerra Computer. Attached as
Exhibit 16 is a list of all USB devices used on the Guerra Computer. A comparison of the two sets of
USB drives shows that 9 of the USB devices that were used with the Guerra Computer also were used
with one or both of the Zambrano Computers. As described in my October BIT Report, Stroz Friedberg
received 7 images of USB devices, of which 5 are among the 9 used with one or both of the Zambrano
Computers and the Guerra Computer. Table 1 sets forth the 9 USB devices with their earliest and most
recent connection dates to the Old Computer, the New Computer, and the Guerra Computer. (The 5
USB devices whose images Stroz Friedberg received are highlighted in blue in Table 1.) These 9 USB
drives were used with the Guerra Computer between December 2, 2010 and July 12, 2012. They were
used on the Zambrano Computers between December 16, 2010 and January 21, 2013. All but one of
the devices was first used on the Guerra Computer and then later on one of the Zambrano Computers.

6

Microsoft defines the Windows registry as a database used by modern Windows operating systems that stores
information “necessary to configure the system for one or more users, applications, and hardware devices.” The
registry contains “registry keys” that contain information relating to profiles for each user, the applications installed
on
the
computer,
and
many
other
settings
useful
for
forensic
examination.
See
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/256986.
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The overlapping periods of usage confirm that these USB devices were shared by the users of these
computers.
Table 1 – USB Devices in common between the Guerra Computer and the
Zambrano Computers

3. DRAFT RULINGS ON USB DEVICES SHARED BETWEEN THE
GUERRA COMPUTER AND ZAMBRANO COMPUTERS
Stroz Friedberg performed an analysis of the forensic images of the 5 USB devices in its possession
that were used with both the Guerra Computer and the Zambrano Computers to determine whether the
USB devices once contained any of the 105 Additional Guerra Documents. In total, Stroz Friedberg
identified evidence that 48 of the 105 Additional Guerra Documents existed on 4 of the 5 USB devices
used on both the Guerra Computer and either (or both) of the Zambrano Computers. A table setting
forth the recovered file system metadata for those files is attached as Exhibit 17.
Stroz Friedberg also reviewed shipping records from TAME, an Ecuadorian airline, and compared the
7

dates of shipments from Quito to Lago Agrio to the dates that files were stored on the USB devices. In
16 instances the following events took place, in order:
1.

A draft ruling was saved on the Guerra Computer;

2.

A file with the same name as the draft ruling was saved on a USB device used on the
Guerra Computer;

3.

7

A package was sent from former Judge Guerra in Quito to Lago Agrio; and

Mr. Guerra testified that he sometimes “shipped documents and draft rulings [he] had prepared for Mr. Zambrano
addressed to other individuals in Lago Agrio….” (Guerra Witness Statement, paragraph 16).
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4.

A file with same name as the draft ruling was saved to one of the Zambrano Computers.

This evidence is consistent with Mr. Guerra’s testimony that he sometimes “shipped draft rulings to Mr.
Zambrano… on flash drives” (Guerra Witness Statement, paragraph 15). A table setting forth the
metadata and TAME shipment date for each of the files is attached as Exhibit 18.

C. SOURCES OF PLAGIARIZED TEXT IN THE JUDGMENT
As described in my October BIT Report, the Ecuadorian Judgment contained text and errors that did not
exist in the lab results filed with the Ecuadorian Court, but did exist in the Unfiled Selva Viva Data
Compilation. Additionally, the Leonard Report sets forth blocks of text from the Ecuadorian Judgment
that are identical or nearly identical to text found in other unfiled documents. Specifically, the Leonard
8

Report concludes that the Ecuadorian Judgment plagiarized the following documents (collectively, the
“Plagiarized Documents”):
1.

The unfiled Fusion Memo, a Microsoft Word document attached to an email on
November 15, 2007 from Juan Pablo Sáenz (juanpasaenz@hotmail.com) to several
recipients,

including

Steven

Donziger

as

“Primer

Borrador

Memo

Fusión

Word

file

titled

identified

with

JPS[Nov2007].doc”;
2.

The

unfiled

Draft

Alegato,

a

Microsoft

“Borrador_Alegato_Final_Parcial_Envio_EEUU_[11_nov_2010].docx”,
Bates numbers DONZS00002438 through DONZS00002439;
3.

The unfiled January Index Summary, a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet titled “pruebas
pedidas en etapa de prueba.xls”, sent as an email on January 18, 2007 from Julio
Prieto (julprieto@hotmail.com) to several recipients, including Steven Donziger, and
identified with Bates numbers DONZ00048819 through DONZ00048820;

4.

The unfiled June Index Summary, a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet titled ”GARR-HDD0003243.xls”;

5.

The unfiled Fajardo Trust Email, email correspondence from Pablo Fajardo Mendoza to
Julio Prieto, Juan Pablo Sáenz, and Steven Donziger, dated June 18, 2009; and

6.

The unfiled Clapp Report, a document titled “LA EXPLOTACION DE PETROLEO EN
LA ZONA CONCESIONADA A TEXACO Y SUS IMPACTOS EN LA SALUD DE LAS

8

Similar to the Leonard Report, the term “plagiarism” is used in this report to mean “the practice of taking someone
else’s work or ideas and passing them off as one’s own, as defined, for example, by Oxford Online Dictionary, 2010;
this definition includes submitting work written entirely or in part by another author and representing it as one’s own,
regardless of whether consent has been obtained from the earlier author.” (Leonard Report, pg. 11).
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PERSONAS”, written by Richard W. Clapp, PhD, et al., dated November 2006 and
identified with Bates number DONZ00025296.

Stroz Friedberg performed an analysis to identify whether any of the Plagiarized Documents or the text
and errors from the Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation existed on either the Old Computer or New
Computer. Based on that analysis, I conclude to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty:
1. None of the Plagiarized Documents that served as sources of text for the
Ecuadorian Judgment were on the Zambrano Computers;
2. The Zambrano Computers contain a version of one of the Plagiarized
Documents, the “Index Summary,” that is significantly different than the January
and June Index Summaries analyzed by Professor Leonard, and the version on
the Zambrano Computers lacks almost all of the plagiarized text contained within
the Ecuadorian Judgment; and
3. Neither of the Zambrano Computers contains the Unfiled Selva Viva Data
Compilation.

1. PLAGIARIZED DOCUMENTS
Stroz Friedberg reviewed the Leonard Report and generated search terms from the blocks of plagiarized
text found in both the Ecuadorian Judgment and the Plagiarized Documents. Stroz Friedberg then
searched the Old Computer and New Computer using those terms to identify any copies of the
Plagiarized Documents. Stroz Friedberg also performed a review of documents responsive to the
generic search terms “Chevron” and “Texaco” to identify any documents with similar, but not identical,
text to the Plagiarized Documents. The keyword searches and document review only identified a single
Excel file (other than documents containing text from the Ecuadorian Judgment) that appeared to relate
to the Plagiarized Documents. As described in detail later, this Excel file lacked most of the content from
the Index Summary documents described in the Leonard Report. From Stroz Friedberg’s analysis, I
conclude to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty that none of the Plagiarized Documents that
served as sources of text for the Ecuadorian Judgment were on either the Old Computer or the New
Computer.

2. INDEX SUMMARY
The only document (other than documents containing text from the Ecuadorian Judgment) that was
identified by the keyword search and review for Plagiarized Documents was a document named
“INDICE DE CUERPOS JUICIO 002-2003.xlsx” (the “Zambrano Index Summary”). Copies of this
document were found in multiple locations on both the Old Computer and New Computer. The earliest
created copy of the document was found on the Old Computer and the metadata shows it was copied to
17
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that computer on January 6, 2011. However the Last Saved Date for all copies of the document is
February 12, 2010, nearly a year before it was transferred to either Zambrano Computer. (For reference,
the January Index Summary and June Index Summary were last saved in January and June 2007,
respectively). Tables setting forth the metadata for all instances of the Zambrano Index Summary
document on the Old Computer and New Computer are shown below. Throughout this report, document
metadata will be presented in tables. Each document referenced will be assigned a sequential number.
When two tables refer to the same document, they will reference the same document number. Table 2
sets forth each instance of the file and the associated file system metadata. Table 3 lists the embedded
metadata for each. The Zambrano Index Summary is attached as Exhibit 19.
Table 2 – File system metadata for each instance of the Zambrano Index Summary

Table 3 – Embedded metadata for each instance of the Zambrano Index Summary
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Stroz Friedberg reviewed the Zambrano Index Summary and compared it to the two versions of the
Index Summary referenced in the Leonard Report. First, Stroz Friedberg compared the content of the
documents. The Index Summary documents described in the Leonard Report contained 5 worksheets,
named: (1) “INDICE”; (2) “Pruebas pedidas por SV”; (3) “PSV 018”; (4) “PSV 019”; and (5) “Pruebas
pedidas por CVX”. The Zambrano Index Summary contained only the first worksheet, “INDICE.” In
addition, while the INDICE worksheets were similar across the documents, Stroz Friedberg identified
differences on the INDICE worksheet between the Zambrano Index Summary and the versions of the
Index Summary described in the Leonard Report. The first figure below shows the first 15 lines from the
Zambrano Index Summary, while the second figure shows the first 15 lines from the June Index
Summary referenced in the Leonard Report.
Figure 1 – First 15 lines from the Zambrano Index Summary

Figure 2 – First 15 lines from the June Index Summary as referenced in the Leonard
Report
Documento

HABILITANTES
SV ESCRITO
PROVIDENCIA
PROVIDENCIA

PROVIDENCIA
CVX ESCRITO
PROVIDENCIA
PROVIDENCIA

19

Contenido
Documentos habilitantes(detalle de pozos,firmas,tasa
judicial y poder)
Demanda de actores
Providencia con calificación de la demanda
Providencia ordenando exhorto para citar a la demandada
Acta de Posesión del Perito, para traducir citación
Cuerpo # 2
Copia de demanda con la traducción en inglés para citar a
demandada
Oficio para presidente de C.S con el exhorto
Providencia del Presidente de la C.S.conociendo exhorto
Exhorto es devuelto, con diligencia cumplida ( citación)
Comparecencia de Chevron Texaco
Providenc.Incorporación del Exhorto y comparecencia
Providenc. para la Audiencia de Conciliación

Cuerpo

Foja

Página

c.1
c.1
c.1
c.1
c.1

2
13
81
82
85

1
78
94
95
100

c.2
c.2
c.2
c.2
c.2
c.2
c.2

86
169
178
180
183
184
185

280
86
102
121
125
126
127
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The figures show that, although the content is similar, there are differences between the documents. For
example, the fourth line of the Foja column in the Zambrano Index Summary shows “73,” but the June
Index Summary referenced in the Leonard Report contains “13” in the same location. Additionally, the
last line shown from the Contenido column contains a date in one version, but not in the other version.
Stroz Friedberg reviewed the Zambrano Index Summary to determine whether all 3 instances of the
plagiarized text from the INDICE worksheet referenced in the Leonard Report (Examples 8, A22, and
A23) could be found. Although the first two instances of plagiarized text (Examples 8 and A22) existed in
the Zambrano Index Summary, Example A23 did not. Figure 3 sets forth Example A23 from the Leonard
Report. Figure 4 sets forth the data as shown in the Zambrano Index Summary. As shown in the two
images, column D of the Zambrano Index Summary does not contain the plagiarized text, but instead
contains the correct page number as found in the record.
Figure 3 – Example A23 from Leonard Report

Figure 4 – Text corresponding to Example A23 from the Zambrano Index Summary
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After comparing the content, Stroz Friedberg compared the metadata of the documents. The metadata
for the two versions of the Index Summary referenced in the Leonard Report is set forth in the table
below.
Table 4 – Embedded metadata for Index Summary documents

The metadata shows that the Index Summaries identified in the Leonard Report and the Zambrano
Index Summary share the same Created Date and Author. However, the June Index Summary, the
January Index Summary, and the Zambrano Index all have different metadata for other fields. From the
analysis conducted on the versions of the Index Summary, I conclude to a reasonable degree of
scientific certainty, that all versions of the Index Summary were generated from the same original
document created in January 2007 but were separately edited, and the Zambrano Index Summary does
not contain all of the plagiarized text that appears in the Ecuadorian Judgment. In addition, none of the
other Plagiarized Documents that served as sources of text for the Ecuadorian Judgment were on either
the Old Computer or the New Computer.

3. UNFILED SELVA VIVA DATA COMPILATION
In addition to searching for the Plagiarized Documents, Stroz Friedberg performed searches for the data
irregularities in the lab results as set forth in the Selva Viva Data Compilation and described in my
October BIT Report. Stroz Friedberg did not identify any references to these lab results on either the Old
Computer or the New Computer other than in documents containing text from the Ecuadorian Judgment.
From the analysis, I conclude to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty, that neither of the Zambrano
Computers contain the Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation or any of the data irregularities observed
from the Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation, except in documents containing text from the Ecuadorian
Judgment.

4. USAGE OF EXCEL ON THE OLD COMPUTER AND NEW
COMPUTER
Because both the Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation and the Index Summary were Microsoft Excel
documents, Stroz Friedberg performed an analysis of how Microsoft Excel was used on the Zambrano
Computers. When Microsoft Office programs are used, records are created detailing how long the
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program was running and how long it was “active” or in use by the user. These records, known as
Office Session logs or “OSession” logs, can be analyzed to determine when Microsoft Office Programs,
including Microsoft Excel, were in use. An example of information from an OSession log for Microsoft
Excel is shown in Table 5.
Table 5 – Example of a Microsoft Excel Osession Log

Stroz Friedberg performed an analysis of the OSession logs for Microsoft Excel. All of the OSession
records for Microsoft Excel are attached as Exhibit 20. The OSession records from October 2010 to
March 2011 are shown below in Table 6. In total, the OSession Logs record that, from October 2010 to
March 2011, Microsoft Excel was only used on the Old Computer and only was active for 4 minutes on
that computer.
Table 6 – OSession records between October 2010 and March 2011

As described in my October BIT Report and above, the Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation served not
only as a source of data irregularities that were copied and pasted or re-typed in the Ecuadorian
Judgment, but also as a source for statistics, namely percentages, that were calculated across the
thousands of lab results contained within that data compilation. As described in my October BIT Report
and in Appendix A to this report, I have re-calculated these percentages multiple times using the Unfiled
Selva Viva Data Compilation in Microsoft Excel. In the first instance, it took me multiple hours to
calculate the percentages. Even having calculated the percentages multiple times previously, it
consistently takes me approximately 30 minutes to re-calculate those percentages.

9

In this context, the amount of time a program is active is the amount of time the program is the front or top-most
window on the monitor(s) attached to the computer. It does not track how much time a user is necessarily
interacting with the program or sitting in front of the computer. Active time can accumulate even when there is no
user activity on the program if the program is the top-most program. The amount of time the program is active is
rounded to the nearest 60 second (one minute) increment.
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Based on the analysis, I conclude to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty, that although the
Ecuadorian Judgment contains data from two different Excel Spreadsheets, including statistics
calculated across thousands of rows of data, the longest recorded period of activity for Microsoft Excel
on either Zambrano Computer between October 2010 and March 2011 was 2 minutes and, in total,
Microsoft Excel was active for 4 minutes. Based on the recorded activity of the Excel program, it would
not have been possible, in the amount of time Excel was recorded as having been used, to use either of
the Zambrano Computers to: (1) derive the statistics appearing in the Ecuadorian Judgment from the
Lago Agrio Plaintiffs unfiled Excel spreadsheets; or (2) copy the other Microsoft Excel data from the
Plagiarized Documents appearing in the Ecuadorian Judgment.

5. INTERNET

USAGE

ON

THE

OLD

COMPUTER

AND

NEW

COMPUTER
As summarized above, former Judge Zambrano testified that his typist, Ms. Calva, performed Internet
research and used translation services for him when he was drafting the Ecuadorian Judgment. Stroz
Friedberg reviewed the Internet History on both of the Zambrano Computers between October 2010 and
March 2011 to identify any usage of online legal research or translation services and found no evidence
on the Zambrano Computers of such usage.
When a computer user visits a website on the Internet, the computer generally records in the “Internet
History”, among other things, the website visited, the time of the visit, and how many times the website
had previously been visited. This Internet History is maintained by the program used to visit the
webpage, and Internet History records can be automatically deleted by the system over time. However,
just like other data on the computer, forensic analysis can recover deleted Internet History records. Stroz
Friedberg performed an analysis to recover deleted records and aggregate all available Internet History
on the Old Computer and New Computer. In performing that review, Stroz Friedberg identified on both
Zambrano Computers usage of “Facebook” and other Internet History related to Evelyn Calva, the typist
who purportedly performed the Internet research and translation. However, Stroz Friedberg did not
identify any translation or legal research services in the Internet History from either computer. Attached
as Exhibit 21 is a selection of metadata for all recovered Internet History between October 2010 and
March 2011 on the Old Computer. Attached as Exhibit 22 is a similar spreadsheet for all recovered
10

Internet History between October 2010 and March 2011 on the New Computer .

10

Although Stroz Friedberg did search for Internet history between October 2010 and March 2011, there was no
recovered internet history from October 2010 or March 2011.
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D. DOCUMENTS CONTAINING ECUADORIAN JUDGMENT TEXT
1. TIMELINE OF ACTIVITY RELATED TO DOCUMENTS CONTAINING
ECUADORIAN JUDGMENT TEXT
Using the metadata and text analysis set forth herein, Stroz Friedberg created a timeline to show the
activity identified on the Old Computer and New Computer. That timeline is set out in detail at Exhibit 23.
A summary of the timeline is below:
1.

On July 14, 2010, files were transferred, in bulk, to the Old Computer after Windows
was re-installed on the computer. That transfer included, among other things,
documents named “Caso Texaco” and “Providencias.” This “Providencias” document
had the filename “Providencias.doc,” and as described below in section 3, is referred to
as the “Original Providencias.”

2.

On October 11, 2010, a user of the Old Computer created a new document also named
“Providencias” (with the filename “Providencias.docx,” hereinafter “Providencias”) from
some or all of the text of the “Original Providencias” document that had been copied to
the computer in July 2010. Stroz Friedberg does not know the content of this new
“Providencias” document as of October 11, 2010 because there were no recoverable
copies of or temporary files for that file on or around October 11, 2010,

3.

Between October 11, 2010 and December 21, 2010, “Providencias” was saved 286
times (the revision count) and had been open for 2,107 minutes (approximately 35
hours). On December 21, 2010, the “Providencias” document was saved by a user of
the Old Computer and contained 42% of the text ultimately contained in the Ecuadorian
Judgment. This version of “Providencias” also contained formatting differences in its
text, consistent with its text having been copied and pasted from other sources. This
instance of “Providencias” is set forth in Exhibit 24.

4.

Between December 21, 2010 and December 28, 2010, “Providencias” was saved 29
times and was open for 1,046 minutes (approximately 17.5 hours). It was last saved,
again, using the Old Computer. The content of the “Providencias” document as of
December 28, 2010 is set forth in Exhibit 25. The December 28, 2010 version of
“Providencias” contained 66% of the text ultimately contained in the Ecuadorian
Judgment. A comparison showing the changes to “Providencias” between December 21
and December 28, 2010 is set forth at Exhibit 26. This document, like the version from
December 21, 2010, contained formatting differences in its text consistent with text have
been copied and pasted from other sources.

5.

On January 19, 2011, the second document containing judgment text, “Caso Texaco,”
was saved by a user of the Old Computer. At that time, the “Caso Texaco” document
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contained 11% of the text ultimately contained in the Ecuadorian Judgment. As of
January 19, 2011, the “Caso Texaco” document had been saved 16 times and open for
686 minutes (approximately 11.5 hours) since the last recoverable instance that was
saved on January 5, 2011 (which did not include any text from the Ecuadorian
Judgment). The block of text from “Caso Texaco” that was later contained in the
Ecuadorian Judgment was absent in the next recoverable instance of Caso Texaco,
dated March 4, 2011, and thus was deleted from “Caso Texaco” and moved to
“Providencias” sometime after January 19, 2011.
6.

On January 21, 2011, “Providencias” was saved using the “Save As” functionality in
Microsoft Word, which resets the edit time to 0 and the revision count to 2. Therefore,
Stroz Friedberg does not know how many times “Providencias” was saved between
December 28, 2010 and January 21, 2011 or how long it was open between those two
dates. Stroz Friedberg also does not know the content of “Providencias” as of January
21, 2011 because there was no recoverable temporary file from that date.

7.

On February 14, 2011, the Ecuadorian Judgment was issued.

8.

On March 4, 2011, “Providencias” was saved by a user of the Old Computer. Between
January 21 and March 4, 2011, “Providencias” had been saved 124 times and open for
at least 3,500 minutes (approximately 58.3 hours). A comparison identifying the
changes from the December 28, 2010 version of “Providencias” is attached as Exhibit
27. As of March 4, 2011, “Providencias” contained 99% of the text from the Ecuadorian
Judgment. It also contained 24 pages of text not contained in the Ecuadorian Judgment.
Those 24 pages consisted of a version of the Expansion and Clarification Order and a
version of a February 21, 2011 Order issued in the Lago Agrio Litigation.

9.

On March 18, 2011, “Providencias” was saved for a final time by a user of the Old
Computer. It had been saved 4 times since March 4, 2011 and open for at least 71
minutes between saves. A comparison identifying the changes from the March 4, 2011
version is attached as Exhibit 28. A comparison between the March 18, 2011
“Providencias” file and the Ecuadorian Judgment as issued on February 14, 2011 is
attached as Exhibit 29.

The forensic evidence found on the Zambrano Computers is inconsistent with, and in some aspects
cannot be reconciled with, Mr. Zambrano’s testimony about how the Ecuadorian Judgment was
purportedly drafted on the newer of his two court assigned computers. Specifically, the analysis
described herein shows that:
1.

Although Mr. Zambrano testified that the New Computer was used exclusively to type
the Ecuadorian Judgment, the only recoverable documents containing text of the
Ecuadorian Judgment were saved on the Old Computer. No identified evidence
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demonstrates that any of the text was typed on the New Computer, and Microsoft Word
was only used on the New Computer for 38 hours between October 2010 and March
2011.
2.

Although Mr. Zambrano testified that he began work in mid-November, the file that
contained the draft of the Ecuadorian Judgment was created in October 2010, and the
earliest recovered text from the Ecuadorian Judgment was dated December 21, 2010.

3.

Although Mr. Zambrano testified that he and Ms. Calva typed the Ecuadorian Judgment
for most of the hours of the day for a multi-week period, including some weekends, 66%
of the Ecuadorian Judgment was present on the Old Computer as of December 28,
2010 in a file that could not have been edited for any more than 53 hours. As described
herein, the cumulative edit time of 53 hours does not necessarily reflect the amount of
time a user was typing in the document, but instead the amount of time the document
was open and then saved

4.

Although Mr. Zambrano testified that Ms. Calva typed 80 to 85% of the Ecuadorian
Judgment exclusively from Mr. Zambrano’s dictation, recovered versions of the file
containing the Ecuadorian Judgment contain formatting differences consistent with text
having been copied and pasted from other sources.

Where the evidence is not directly contrary to his testimony, it is often inconclusive. For instance,
although some computers record the time that they are started and shutdown every day and when every
user logs into the computer, those records are only kept for a limited amount of time. Because those
records are not maintained indefinitely, Stroz Friedberg cannot assess Mr. Zambrano’s testimony about
when he came into the office and left every day. Similarly, because “Providencias” was saved (on
January 21, 2011) using the “Save As” function, which resets the edit time, there is not sufficient
evidence for Stroz Friedberg to determine the total amount of time that “Providencias” was edited.
In addition to the inconsistencies between the forensic evidence and Mr. Zambrano’s testimony, I
conclude to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty, based upon the analysis described herein, that:
1.

The Old Computer contained documents with text from the Ecuadorian Judgment
(“Providencias” and “Caso Texaco”), and this report accurately sets forth the contents of
those documents, the differences between them, and the extent of their overlap with
text found in the Ecuadorian Judgment;

2.

Approximately 30% of the Ecuadorian Judgment appears as quotes from other sources;

3.

The Ecuadorian Judgment contains text that was electronically copied and pasted or
otherwise transferred from other sources, including the Plagiarized Documents and the
Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation; and
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4.

It is not possible to forensically determine the full extent to which text was copied and
pasted from other sources (including documents stored on USB devices) into the
“Providencias” document or the extent to which, if at all, text appearing in “Providencias”
was typed on the Zambrano Computers.

2. SEARCHES FOR TEXT FROM THE ECUADORIAN JUDGMENT
Stroz Friedberg performed searches for words and phrases from the Ecuadorian Judgment and
identified multiple copies of two files, “Providencias.docx” (“Providencias”) and “Caso Texaco.doc”
(“Caso Texaco”), that were found to have text that overlap with the Ecuadorian Judgment.
Some of the copies of “Providencias” and “Caso Texaco” identified by Stroz Friedberg were temporary
files that were automatically created when “Providencias” and “Caso Texaco” were saved in Microsoft
Word. When Microsoft Word is used to save a document, a temporary file is created automatically.
Those temporary files, which have names beginning with “~WRL” followed by four numbers and the file
extension .tmp (such as ~WRL0989.tmp), contain a copy of the document at the time it was saved. Like
a “normal” Word Document, those temporary files have metadata embedded that shows, among other
things, when the document was created, when it was last saved, and how long the document was open
between saves.
Although there are situations in which a temporary file will remain on the computer and accessible to a
user, the temporary files generally are automatically deleted by Microsoft Word. When a file is deleted,
its content can remain recoverable through the use of forensic techniques. As the computer containing
the deleted file is used, new data written to the hard drive can overwrite: (1) the file system metadata of
the deleted file, including the filename; (2) all or some of the content of the deleted file; or (3) both the
file system metadata and content of the file. When just the file system metadata is overwritten, it is
possible to “carve” the file from disk and reconstruct the contents of the file. Stroz Friedberg aggregated
the (a) temporary files that had not been deleted, (b) temporary files that had been deleted but still had
recoverable content and metadata, and (c) “carved” temporary files with no file system metadata,
subjected them all to keyword searches, and identified 6 unique files related to the Ecuadorian
Judgment.

3. “PROVIDENCIAS” DOCUMENT
Stroz Friedberg identified multiple copies of the “Providencias” document and associated temporary files
across the Old Computer and New Computer. Stroz Friedberg performed a comparative analysis of the
metadata for each document to determine their chronological relationship. Through that analysis, Stroz
Friedberg identified that the earliest known instance of “Providencias” was created on the Old Computer
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on October 11, 2010 at 7:46 PM. This date comes from both the file system creation date of one
instance of “Providencias,” and the embedded creation date stored within temporary copies of
“Providencias.” Although copies of the document were made after March 18, 2011, the file system
metadata and embedded metadata show that “Providencias” was last edited on March 18, 2011. Tables
setting forth the metadata for all identified instances of “Providencias” in chronological order are set forth
below. Table 7 sets forth each instance of the file and its file system metadata. Table 8 lists the
embedded metadata for each.
Table 7 – List of “Providencias” files and their file system metadata

Table 8 – List of “Providencias” files and their embedded metadata

As shown in the tables, Stroz Friedberg did not identify or recover an instance of “Providencias” last
saved on or around October 11, 2010, the creation date of the file. As a result, Stroz Friedberg does not
know the content of the file when it was first created. As also shown in the tables, all of the recovered
instances of “Providencias” were last saved by "CPJS." Stroz Friedberg analyzed both Zambrano
Computers and determined that, when a file was saved using the Old Computer, the recorded name
was CPJS, and when a file was saved using the New Computer, the recorded name was HP. Thus, the
available evidence only shows that “Providencias” was modified using the Old Computer.
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Table 8 also shows the “Edit Time” as recorded in the documents. The edit time of a document created
and drafted in Microsoft Word is a cumulative count reflecting the total amount of time elapsed while the
document was open. Edit time only accumulates when a document is changed and then saved. If a
document is opened and not changed before it is closed, the edit time will not advance. In addition, if a
document is open and changed, left on the screen for a period of time with no additional changes, and
then saved, the edit time will reflect the entire time the document was open until it was saved, not just
the amount of time the changes were being made to the document.
In conducting the analysis, Stroz Friedberg observed that early versions of “Providencias” contained a
section of text that appeared in the document before the text of the Ecuadorian Judgment began. Stroz
Friedberg searched for that section of text and found it contained in a document with the filename
“Providencias.doc” (the “Original Providencias”). This file was transferred to the computer on July 14,
2010 as part of the bulk copy of files to the computer after the July 14, 2010 installation of Windows, was
stored in the same folder as “Providencias,” and likely is a precursor document from which
“Providencias” was created. Stroz Friedberg found another version of this file, also transferred to the
computer as part of the bulk copy of files on July 14, 2010, that had not been modified since the transfer.
The file system metadata and embedded metadata for the “Original Providencias” files are set forth in
Tables 9 and 10, respectively.
Table 9 - “Original Providencias” files and their file system metadata

Table 10 - “Original Providencias” files and their embedded metadata

In addition to performing a comparative analysis of the metadata for “Providencias,” Stroz Friedberg
performed a comparative, side-by-side analysis using “Beyond Compare 3” of the content of
“Providencias” to determine what changes were made to the document between each instance of the file
or temporary file. Beyond Compare, made by Scooter Software, is a software application designed to
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enable comparisons of data.

11

Stroz Friedberg used Beyond Compare’s “text compare”

12

utility to

compare each document against the previous chronological document as determined by their metadata
dates. Similar to the analysis described in the October BIT Report, Stroz Friedberg manually inserted
carriage returns in the documents to allow Beyond Compare to perform a more accurate side-by-side
comparison. As also described in the October BIT Report, Stroz Friedberg’s review of Beyond Compare
has found that, when the length of documents varies, Beyond Compare sometimes slightly
underrepresent the extent to which text is identical.
Stroz Friedberg also performed comparisons using the Microsoft Word “Compare” feature. Instead of
creating a side-by-side comparison similar to that which Beyond Compare creates, these comparisons
were used to create a “red-line” version identifying the changes made between each version of the
document. Table 11 setting forth the document comparisons is below.
Table 11 – “Providencias” document comparisons

In performing the document comparisons, Stroz Friedberg observed blocks of text in instances of
“Providencias.docx” that had different formatting than the rest of the document. In other instances of
“Providencias.docx,” the formatting for that same block of text had been updated so that the entire
document was consistent. In my experience, blocks of text with different formatting, such as those seen
in instances of “Providencias.docx,” is consistent with text having been copied and pasted from another
document. Table 12 below sets forth the formatting differences observed by Stroz Friedberg.

11

As described in the October BIT Report, Stroz Friedberg has performed cross-validation to verify the functionality
of Beyond Compare by comparing the results generated by Beyond Compare to the results generated by other
programs.
12
Beyond Compare visually compares two text files in a side-by-side layout. Text is colored to highlight differences
between the two files. The default colors are red, which denotes a mismatch (difference), and black, which denotes
a match (the same text).
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Table 12 – Formatting differences observed within “Providencias” documents

In addition to the Beyond Compare and Microsoft Word Compare comparisons between documents,
Stroz Friedberg compared each draft to the Ecuadorian Judgment. In comparing each document to the
Ecuadorian Judgment, Stroz Friedberg performed comparisons using another tool, WCopyfind version
4.1.1. WCopyFind is a tool designed to identify plagiarism in sets of documents and is published by Dr.
Lou Bloomfield, a professor at the University of Virginia. As described on its website, WCopyFind
“extracts the text portions of [selected] documents and scours them for matching words in phrases of a
specified minimum length.” After identifying those matching words in phrases, it generates a percentage
score of how much text from one document was found in another. Stroz Friedberg personnel working
under my direction tested WCopyFind with multiple files with known matching content and differences to
validate the functionality. The comparisons between each document and the Ecuadorian Judgment are
set forth in Table 13 below.
Table 13 – Comparison between versions of “Providencias” and the Ecuadorian
Judgment

Finally, in addition to the above comparisons for the Ecuadorian Judgment, Stroz Friedberg compared
both the March 4, 2011 Expansion and Clarification Order and the February 21, 2011 Order issued in
the Lago Agrio Litigation to the text found in “Providencias.” These comparisons are set forth in Table 14
below.
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Table 14 – Comparisons between the Expansion and Clarification Order, the
February 21, 2011 Order, and text found in “Providencias”

4. “CASO TEXACO” DOCUMENT
In addition to the text in “Providencias.docx,” Stroz Friedberg identified text from the Ecuadorian
Judgment in a temporary file associated with “Caso Texaco.doc.” Stroz Friedberg performed the same
analysis on instances of “Caso Texaco” as described for “Providencias.” Although there were many
instances of “Caso Texaco” found on the two computers, only one temporary file contained Ecuadorian
Judgment text. That temporary file was named ~WRL0001.tmp. Tables setting forth the metadata for all
files related to “Caso Texaco” are set forth below. Table 15 sets forth each instance of the file and the
file system metadata. Table 16 lists the embedded metadata for each. The instances of “Caso Texaco”
containing text from the Ecuadorian Judgment are highlighted in blue.
Table 15 – Caso Texaco files and their file system metadata
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Table 16 – Caso Texaco and their embedded metadata

In identifying the chronology of instances of “Caso Texaco,” Stroz Friedberg found that some of the
instances of Caso Texaco pre-date the July 14, 2010 installation of Windows on the Old Computer. An
instance of “Caso Texaco” and a temporary file for “Caso Texaco” were among the files transferred in
bulk to the Old Computer on July 14, 2010. In addition, Stroz Friedberg recovered instances of “Caso
Texaco” from the Old Computer dated before the installation of Windows on July 14, 2010.
Stroz Friedberg performed the same comparison of text in documents described for “Providencias” for
the instances of “Caso Texaco.” This analysis revealed that a single instance of “Caso Texaco”
contained text from the Ecuadorian Judgment. In the immediately subsequent instance, that text was
missing from the document, indicating that it had been deleted. A table setting forth the text comparisons
is set forth below.
Table 17 – Caso Texaco document comparisons
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Finally, for the one version of “Caso Texaco” found to contain text of the Ecuadorian Judgment, Stroz
Friedberg performed a comparison of that text against the Ecuadorian Judgment. The table below sets
forth those comparisons.
Table 18 – Comparison of Caso Texaco instance containing text from Ecuadorian
Judgment against the issued judgment

5. FILE ACCESS TO “PROVIDENCIAS” AND “CASO TEXACO”
In addition to locating the “Providencias” and “Caso Texaco” files through keyword searching, Stroz
Friedberg performed an analysis to determine when files were accessed on the Old Computer and New
Computer. When a file is opened or viewed using a Windows operating system, records generally are
created on the computer that show, among other things, the name of the file opened and when it was
opened. The records do not necessarily show whether a document was edited or saved after it was
opened. Some of these records also record the file system metadata for files when they are accessed.
However, these records do not necessarily maintain a list of every file that has been accessed; often the
records only record the most recent access to a file and can be automatically deleted by the computer
over time. As a result, these records do not necessarily show every single file that has been accessed or
every time a file has been accessed.
Stroz Friedberg performed an analysis to compile these records and review them for instances of users
of the Zambrano Computers accessing either “Providencias” or “Caso Texaco” between October 2010
and March 2011. The tables below detail the recorded file accesses identified through the analysis of the
Old Computer and New Computer. As shown in those tables, Stroz Friedberg identified evidence
showing two dates that “Providencias” was accessed from the Old Computer, December 23, 2010, and
January 3, 2011. On the New Computer, Stroz Friedberg found evidence of access to “Providencias”
from two days, February 11, 2011 and March 3, 2011. “Caso Texaco” was accessed using the Old
Computer on 4 different days, December 16, 2010, December 23, 2010, January 11, 2011, and January
12, 2011, and on the New Computer on 2 separate days, December 16, 2010 and February 13, 2011.
Table 19 – List of file accesses to “Providencias” documents on the Old Computer
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Table 20 – List of file accesses to “Caso Texaco” documents on the Old Computer

Table 21 – List of file accesses to “Providencias” documents on the New Computer

Table 22 – List of file accesses to “Caso Texaco” documents on the New Computer

The evidence identified by Stroz Friedberg shows that the New Computer was configured to access files
on the Old Computer over the computer network. Stroz Friedberg reviewed information on both
computers to determine previous network settings for each computer. That information shows that the
“Z” drive of the New Computer was in fact the “My Documents” folder on the Old Computer. Although
the evidence shows that a user of the New Computer did access the “Providencias” file stored on the
Old Computer, none of the evidence identified by Stroz Friedberg shows that the New Computer was
used to modify that file. In fact, as set forth above, all of the files identified by Stroz Friedberg as having
text of the Ecuadorian Judgment were last saved using the Old Computer.
In performing the analysis, Stroz Friedberg compared the files that were accessed to the files that were
stored on each computer. That comparison identified that, although the New Computer was used in
December 2010 to access files named “Caso Texaco” that were stored on the New Computer, those
files no longer existed on the New Computer when it was imaged in May 2014. Thus, the copies of
“Caso Texaco” accessed on the New Computer in December 2010 must have been deleted at some
point after they were accessed. As a result, Stroz Friedberg does not know whether the content of those
deleted files was the same or different from the content of other instances of “Caso Texaco.”
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6. USB ANALYSIS
Table 23 below sets forth those USB devices known to have been used during the period between
13

October 2010 and March 2011 .
Table 23 - List of USB devices used during the period October 2010 to March 2011

After identifying that USB devices were connected to the computers, Stroz Friedberg reviewed the
records of file accesses on both the Old Computer and New Computer to determine what files might
have existed on the USB devices. As part of this analysis, Stroz Friedberg recovered, for each record,
the metadata recorded by the computer when the file was accessed. Table 24 below sets forth the list of
14

files accessed from USB devices during the period between October 2010 and March 2011 . However,
the computer records reviewed by Stroz Friedberg are not designed to record every single file that was
accessed or existed on USB devices. As a result, many more files could have existed on the USB
devices or been accessed from the USB devices than shown in the table.

13
14

There were no recorded USB connections in March 2011.
There was no recorded file access from USB devices in February or March 2011.
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Table 24 - List of files accessed from USB devices during the period between
October 2010 and March 2011

Stroz Friedberg does not have access to all of the USB devices and therefore does not know the content
of the files accessed from the USB devices or whether any of them related to the Ecuadorian Judgment.
As described earlier, Stroz Friedberg’s analysis identified blocks of text in some instances of
“Providencias.docx” that had formatting different from the rest of the document. Those formatting
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differences are consistent with text having been copied and pasted from another document, including
from documents accessed from USB devices.

7. USAGE OF MICROSOFT WORD
Stroz Friedberg performed an analysis on both the Old Computer and New Computer to determine when
15

Microsoft Word was active.

Microsoft Word maintains OSession logs similar to those maintained for

Microsoft Excel, described above. An example OSession log for Microsoft Word is shown below in Table
25.
Table 25 – Example of a Microsoft Word Osession Log

The OSession logs for Microsoft Word are created when Microsoft Word closes. In some situations,
such as a program crash or power outage, Microsoft Word may not close properly and may not create
an OSession log. As described earlier, the Zambrano Computers had Microsoft Word temporary files
that generally would have been automatically deleted by Microsoft Word, suggesting that, in at least
some instances, Microsoft Word may not have closed properly. Thus, it is possible that Word was open
for longer than recorded by the OSession logs.
Stroz Friedberg analyzed the OSession logs and compiled a table detailing the information contained
within them for Microsoft Word. That table is attached as Exhibit 85. In total, although Word could have
been open longer, the OSession logs show that Microsoft Word was active for a total of 228 hours on
the Old Computer, and 39 hours on the New Computer, between October 2010 and March 2011.
Specifically, the OSession logs show that:
1.

Between October 11, 2010 (the date “Providencias” was created) and February 14,
2011 (the date the Ecuadorian Judgment was issued), Word was open for 198 hours on
the Old Computer and 36 hours on the New Computer;

2.

Between November 1, 2010 (Mr. Zambrano testified he began working on the
Ecuadorian Judgment in November 2010) and February 14, 2011, Word was open for
167 hours on the Old Computer and 36 hours on the New Computer.

3.

Between December 28, 2010 (the date of the latest recoverable version of
“Providencias” prior to February 14, 2010) and January 21, 2011 (the date that the edit

15

As described in relation to the Microsoft Excel OSession logs, the amount of time a program is active is the
amount of time the program is the front or top-most window on the monitor(s) attached to the computer.
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time of “Providencias” was reset using “Save As”), Word was open for 40 hours on the
Old Computer and 4 hours on the New Computer; and
4.

Between February 14, 2011 and March 4, 2011 (the date the Expansion and
Clarification Order was issued), Word was open for 14 hours on the Old Computer and
3 hours on the New Computer.

8. PERCENTAGE OF QUOTED TEXT IN ECUADORIAN JUDGMENT
Stroz Friedberg also performed an analysis of the text of the Ecuadorian Judgment to determine the
percentage of the text that appeared as quotes. To perform this analysis, Stroz Friedberg searched
through the text for all quotation mark characters and counted the words between each opening and
closing quotation mark. Where there appeared to be a hanging quotation mark, Stroz Friedberg
performed Internet searches and requested documents from Counsel to identify the source of the quote
to determine where the quote ended. (Stroz Friedberg did not perform an analysis for every quote to
determine whether the source was accurately quoted in the Judgment.) This analysis found that, of the
approximately 88,000 words in the Ecuadorian Judgment, over 26,500, or more than 30% of them,
appear between quotation marks.

V.

CONCLUSION

Based upon the analysis set forth herein of evidence related to the Zambrano Computers and the
Guerra Computer, I conclude to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty:
1.

82 of the 105 Additional Guerra Documents, documents found on Mr. Guerra’s
computer containing drafts of rulings issued in cases other than the Lago Agrio
Litigation, also were found on the two Zambrano Computers and, in every case, the
versions of the draft rulings found on the Zambrano Computers post-date the
corresponding instances of the rulings on the Guerra Computer;

2.

The Guerra Computer and the Zambrano Computers shared 9 USB devices between
them; and

3.

Evidence from the Guerra Computer, the USB devices, TAME shipping records, and the
Zambrano Computers is consistent with Mr. Guerra’s testimony that he sometimes
“shipped draft rulings to Mr. Zambrano…on flash drives” where those draft rulings were
subsequently issued by the court in cases that were demonstrably connected to Mr.
Zambrano.
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As to how the evidence on the Zambrano Computers relates to the Plagiarized Documents that were the
sources of text contained in the Ecuadorian Judgment, I conclude to a reasonable degree of scientific
certainty:
4.

None of the Plagiarized Documents that served as sources of text for the Ecuadorian
Judgment were on the Zambrano Computers;

5.

The Zambrano Computers contain a version of one of the Plagiarized Documents, the
“Index Summary,” that is significantly different than the January and June Index
Summaries analyzed by Professor Leonard, and the version on the Zambrano
Computers lacks almost all of the plagiarized text contained within the Ecuadorian
Judgment; and

6.

Neither of the Zambrano Computers contains the Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation.

As to how the evidence on the Zambrano Computers relates to the process through which the
Ecuadorian Judgment was purportedly drafted, I conclude to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty:
7.

The forensic evidence found on the Zambrano Computers is inconsistent with, and in
some aspects cannot be reconciled with, Mr. Zambrano’s testimony about how the
Ecuadorian Judgment was purportedly drafted on the newer of his two court assigned
computers. Specifically:
i.

No document containing Ecuadorian Judgment text was created on the New
Computer in November 2010, worked on for multiple hours daily, and then
finalized in February 2011;

ii.

The only document containing the complete text of the Ecuadorian Judgment
found on the New Computer was copied to that computer from the Old
Computer onto the New Computer on July 7, 2011, months after the
Ecuadorian Judgment was issued;

iii.

While a complete drafting history of the document (named “Providencias.docx”)
found on Mr. Zambrano’s Old Computer that ultimately contained the
Ecuadorian Judgment text could not be recovered, the first recoverable
instance of Ecuadorian Judgment text appeared in the Providencias document
on December 21, 2010, at which time 42% of the Ecuadorian Judgment text
was present. The earliest version of Providencias with all of the Ecuadorian
Judgment text found on the Old Computer was last saved on March 4, 2011;

iv.

The Ecuadorian Judgment contains text that was electronically copied and
pasted or otherwise transferred from other sources, including the Plagiarized
Documents and the Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation, yet no electronic
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copies of any of these documents or this data compilation were found on either
of the Zambrano Computers;
v.

No evidence of any Internet searches of legal websites or use of translation
services was found on either of the Zambrano Computers;

vi.

No evidence of any use of Microsoft Excel was found on the New Computer
and evidence of only four minutes of Excel usage was found on the Old
Computer in the period between October 2010 and March 2011;

vii.

Between October 11, 2010 and February 14, 2011, Microsoft Word could only
be confirmed to have been in use for 198 hours on the Old Computer and 36
hours on the New Computer;

viii.

Between October 11, 2010 and February 14, 2011, USB devices were used on
both Zambrano Computers, although it is not possible with the available
evidence to confirm what was copied off of or onto all of these USB devices;
and

ix.

With the available evidence, it is not possible to determine the full extent to
which text was copied and pasted from other sources (including documents
stored on USB devices or downloaded from the Internet) into the Providencias
document or the extent to which, if at all, text appearing in Providencias was
typed on the Zambrano Computers.

8.

Additionally, data was copied, in bulk, onto both of the Zambrano Computers while they
were in use. One of those bulk copies was made onto, and then deleted from, the Old
Computer after the last apparent use of that computer. Those bulk copies would have
overwritten data on the computers.

9.

In summary, the totality of the available forensic evidence is inconsistent in all material
respects with Mr. Zambrano’s testimony describing how the drafting of the Ecuadorian
Judgment occurred on the New Computer.

Respectfully submitted,

Spencer C. Lynch
Director, Digital Forensics
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTED PERCENTAGES IN
ECUADORIAN JUDGMENT
Since performing the analysis described in my October BIT Report, I have performed additional analysis
of the Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation and text from the Ecuadorian Judgment. That additional
analysis has allowed me to revise the method by which the computed percentages, or sample statistics,
are calculated using the Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation such that the results even more closely
match the Ecuadorian Judgment than those in the October BIT Report.
Paragraph 70 of the October BIT Report sets forth the following analysis for computed percentages:
The erroneous TPH counts in the Judgment had the additional effect of distorting the
sample percentages listed in the decision. Stroz Friedberg was able to use the
“DA00000040.xls” spreadsheet containing the Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation to
reproduce the percentages listed in the Judgment. Stroz Friedberg did so by sorting the
Unfiled Selva Viva Data Compilation spreadsheet to represent the three groups of
“Texaco,” “Demandantes,” and “Corte,” removing any reference to “Cabrera” from the
Perito column, and then grouping by the three categories discussed in the Judgment
(<1000, 1000-5000, >5000). Stroz Friedberg then divided the sums in each of these
columns by the inaccurate TPH counts listed in the Judgment.
In my continued analysis, the only revision to the methodology described is in the “grouping by the three
categories discussed in the Judgment (<1000, 1000-5000, >5000).” In writing my October BIT Report, I
grouped TPH results of exactly 5000 in the “>5000” category. In conducting my further analysis, I regrouped those results of exactly 5000 in the “1000-5000” category. That new grouping results in
computed percentages that even more closely match those set forth in the Ecuadorian Judgment.

The following table sets forth the revised computed percentages. The table also reflects, in the “% In
Ecuadorian Judgment” column, the number of decimal places shown in the text of the Ecuadorian
Judgment.

Description
TPH > 5,000
TPH 1,000 - 5,000
TPH < 1,000
Texaco % of Total
Texaco < 1,000
Plaintiff % Total
Plaintiff < 1,000
Plaintiff > 1,000
Texaco < 1,000 of All Samples
Texaco < 1,000 Of Results < 1,000

% In Ecuadorian
Judgment
10%
10.3%
79.7%

% in Compilation
(Result of 5000 Counted
as TPH 1000-5000)
10.02%
10.30%
79.68%

80.4%
88.2%

80.45%
88.21%

17%
38%
62%

17.03%
38.10%
61.90%

70.9%
>88.95%

70.97%
89.06%

